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M ountain bikes b o o m in popularity

— n ■f m i M w r ft i m

By (iwen Dawkins
Special to the Mustang

NI Y A
HARD-CORE
“ hammerer” can know the
iruc cxciicmcni of bla7inc
a viiuin trail, passing on
.swiich-backing single tracks or
“ bombing” a hill at 30 miles an
hour.
The fun, the sweat and the
adventure are all compliments of
the new kid on the block in the
biking world, the mountain bike.
Mountain bike sales and popu
larity have been booming for the
past couple of years. Some even
say mountain bikes are upselling
the ten speed’s position as the
basic bike.
The first mountain bikes made
their debut when some cyclists
started riding beach cruisers
down the fire breaks of Marin
County. Constantly burned-out
brakes, popped tires and other
mishaps prompted the ereative
development of the comfortable,
durable, versatile mountain bike.
Specialized Bikes introduced
the first mass-produced moun
tain bikes in 1981. Since then,
every major bicycle manufactur
er has begun producing various
versions of the mountain bike.
Besides the fun, versatility is a
major reason for their mass ap
peal. Mountain bikes, also known
as “ fat tire bikes,” can be ridden
on the street or in the dirt.
They’re light, and best of all,
they can adapt to almost any
terrain. With 18 speeds, moun
tain bikes can take riders places
few others can go.
Peter Wonderly, manager and
salesman at The Spirit Cycle
Works in San Luis Obispo, said
I hat
c o m fo rt
an d
low
maintenance are the reasons why
See BIKES, page 3
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Robert Rosen shows the thrills of m ountain biking.

Edward Albee

Suspects face hearing

Plays fo r weekend
By Shirley Thompson

An investigative court report
By April Karys
States
that Slusser and Dresel
s ta ff W riter
allegedly
took the software and
A CU RREN T Cal Poly
employee and a former Cal PoIy_ illegally copied it for use in a
employee, both charged
with timesharing and electronic mail
three counts of felony theft, will system at Terminal Tech Inc., a
appear in a preliminary hearing San Luis Obispo-based company
next week in San Luis County owned by Slusser.
Some of the software allegedly
Superior Court.
The charges stem from alleged stolen includes UNIX, a program
thefts of computer software and used on Digital Equipment Cor
hardware from Cal Poly last fall. poration (DEC) computers and
Kenneth Slusser, who resigned in other computers; RSTS, a pro
1985 after working nearly 10 gram that is part of Cal Poly’s
years as an electrician for the Time Sharing plan; and RAMP,
a p p lic a tio n
p ro g ra m
computer science department, an
and Tom Dresel, an electrician developed at Cal Poly to manage
for the graphic communication the use of computer systems.
department, will face charges of
UNIX is owned and was
grand theft, receiving stolen developed by AT&T. RSTS is
property and unlawfully using a owned by DEC. Both DEC and
AT&T charge a fee for licensing
computer system.
of
the software. The licensing
Both Dresel and Slusser have
pleaded not guilty to the charges agreement does not permit ac
See THEFT, back page
against them.

Asst. Managing Editor
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PULITZER PRIZE-WINNING playwright Ed
ward Albee is participating in Cal Poly’s Summe
Arts program and directing three of his one-act
plays in the Cal Poly Theatre this weekend.
“ Who’s Afraid of Virginia Woolf?” brouclii
Albee immediate fame as one of the most skillful
composers of dialogue that America has produced.
Upon critical review, “ Who’s Afraid of Virginia
Woolf?” will probably be the single most impor
tant plays of the 1960s, one critic wrote, and the
only one from the decade with any likelihood of
becoming a classic work of dramatic literature.
But because the play was considered controver
sial, an overseeing board by an eight to seven vote
decided to take the Pulitzer away from Albee.
“ 1 was amused,” Albee said about his learning
that the majority of the eight dissenting voters
had never seen or read the play.
How then, did he feelwhen he received the
Pulitzer Prize in 1967 for “ A Delicate Balance”
and again for “ Seascape” in 1975?
“ That was nice,” he said. “ The third one was OK
too. Now I’m waiting for the fourth.”
Albee is directing student actors and
During his
th re e -w eek re s id e n c y
at
C al
P o ly ,
See ALBEE, back page
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Seems like ‘‘All the President’s Men, Book II
dents, frequently confuse his own
accomplishments with those of
others, and streak naked through
neighborhood,
n 1981 Hollywood gave us the his suburban
shouting
“
I’m
no
good, I’m no
most expensive production
good!” while waving a loaded
ever made. With a budget ex pistol at his head.
ceeding anything known to the
universe, the biggest comedy/
mystery came to every theater
across the country straight from
the Oval Office: the Ronald
Reagan Presidency.
The central plot in this tale is
called the “ Reagan Doctrine,” an
unofficial plan to stomp out
communism and restore freedom
to the world. Because Ronnie has
to deal with 240 million fans on a
like his commander. North
daily basis (or maybe because he likes lots of big expensive guns,
forgot), he has to leave all his hates communists, and possesses
day-to-day responsibilities to his an eloquent talent with the
men.
English language, a talent that
The central star of “ All the has achieved for him instant
President’s Men, Book 11” is a public appeal — just like Ron!
man who some consider as loony Although each of these men have
as he president himself, Lt. Col. completely different pasts, they
Oliver North, who has been have even more in Uiinmon.
Reagan came from Hollywood
known to race dangerously
around Marine bases on his to find glory in Washington as
Harley-Davidson, injure his stu one of the most powerful men in

By Paul J. Roberts

I

the world. North came to
Washington also, by way of
Vietnam, and eventually ended
up in Hollywood himself as star
of the hit TV show, “ The IranContra Hearings,” which has
catapulted him to national fame.
As his fans send him telegrams
declaring “ Run for president and
I’ll vote for you,” and “ Our next
male child will be named Oliver,”
they seem to forget what the
presidency is supposed to repre
sent, that the president made an
oath to uphold the Constitution,
not circumvent it and then hide
behind it.
1 is not suprising that in a
government led by a president
who has frequently been caught
misrepresenting the truth (or has
been “ misquoted’’), his ap
pointees practice the same
policies. Blatantly disregarding
the 1984 Boland Amendment
that forbids any military aid to
the Contras, this unorganized
crew — consisting of two na
tional-security advisers, a con
veniently dead CIA director, and
North’s secret international ar

my — led our new American hero
into 007-like escapades across
the globe, illegally buying back
hostages and funding the Con
tras through secret Swiss bank
accounts.
Like Ron though. North had
his country’s best interests at
heart when he forgot we have a
Constitution and placed himself
outside the laws he is supposed
to protect. But, characteristic of
the Reagan administration, no
body seemed to know they were
breaking the law; or if they did.

they forgot who gave the order.
Did the ends justify the
means? Not in a country which
bases its freedom and justice on
those means: our Constitution,

which is supposed to guarantee
those rights and ensure its own
administration through checks
and balances. When a few
unelected officials throw the
system off balance by taking
public concerns into their own
hands, it is not surprising that
the president pleads ingnorance
and that more than 100 people in
his a d m in istra tio n are in 
vestigated for alleged crimes.
e a g a n has sp e n t his
presidency with no apparent
regard for ethics, surviving by
smiling and soothing the public
with talk. Now that the Iran- I
Contra case has come to light, a
smile can no longer save Ronnie
and he is no doubt bound for a
lame-duck presidency for the re
mainder of his term. The problem
now continues with North. Will
the American public now accept
the same disregard for our sacred
Constitution from the man who
did Reagan’s dirty work, simply
because North is such a talented
TV actor?
Paul J. Roberts is a journalism
i
senior.

Local young scholars
given chance to study
math and science

“ Entomology: Introduction to
the World of Insects,” and was
taught by Mark Shelton, a crop
science professor.
The course included field trips
in which students collected and

identified insects. In addition to
studying the anatomy
and
physiology of insects, students
dissected grasshoppers and were
taught how to pin and label insects for a collection.
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Despite recent violent incidents, pit bulls have illicited little local fear.

s ta ff W riter

LATELY MANY may have
noticed students on campus who
don’t look quite old enough to be
in college.
It’s not because students are
getting younger. They’re just attendiitg Cal Poly’s Young Schol
ars program.
The summer-long program,
open to students grade six
through 12, has introduced
young students to math and
science for six years.
This year 173 have signed up.
These students have come from
all over San Luis Obispo County
to take week-long courses such
as oceanography, economics,
math, chemistry, communication
and acting. Classes are taught by
Cal Poly professors and cost
from $34 to $40.
The program is sponsored by
the School of Professional
Studies and Education, the
S ch o o l
of
S cie n ce
and
Mathematics and the Cal Poly
Extension office.
Young Scholars was created
six years ago by C arro ll
Busselen, who said she put it
together for her own children.
“ It’s a chance for students to
learn from an expert about
something they’re interested in,”
Busselen said. “ The program at
tracts motivated, capable stu
dents. They don’t have to be
gifted, though some are.”
A recent course was titled.

Pit bull paranoia fails to hit Central Coast
By Krisline J. Abbey
Staff W riter

WITH Al 1 THE naiional ai.niit'ii pii bulls arc gening aficr
sc
'I recent
aiiae k s on
lui;u;iii'. >':m\ U.S. eilics ha\c
in '';! sd leM'laiion ihai would
bail 'he cl(
Uii
(iw .Ml B uy er-P o w cll,
''tin Ml lelaiions aide a' ihe San
' •' ()''ispo maytn’s office, ^aid
' « aware of ain Icgislain'-' pushed in this area.
O'her ei'ies in ihe eouniy have
!he same repor' — no legislation.
Su/anne Abbott of
Humatie Society said she
received any calls from
people, and no one has
their dog in to be put to

Wood’s
has not
worried
brought
sleep as

iti other cities.
Liz Bracken of C'ucsta Park
Animal Hospital said the center
has treated a few dogs for
wounds inflicted by pit bulls.
“ It depends on if they are rais
ed for guard or not,” Bracken
^aid. “ We have treated several
nice pet pit bulls. If they arc
i;iiscd as family dogs, they arc
' or\ nice pets.”
She said the only pit bulls the
clinic has had problems with are
'he ones that have been teased
into being mean. Many people
ireai
pit bulls aggressively
bceausc the animals have the
reputation of being such a
“ macho” breed.
Pit bull owner Steve Rabener

said most people like his dog,
which he said has had no pro
blems around humans.
“ You have to be tough with
them and teach them from when
they are very small to obey,” he
said. “ My dog is very friendly.
Last week we were at a park and
kids were playing with him and
hedidn’t doanything.”
Although he said he is not
worried about his dog around
people, Rabener said his pet
would fight with other dogs if
they were males and had invaded
his territory.
Kevin Moore needed 16 stit
ches for a wound in his arm after
trying to keep his pit bull away
from another pit bull.

North eventuallv ended
up as star o f the hit
TV show, ” The IranContra Hearings”
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ing level, related a recent close
call while riding with Richardson
on Cuesta Ridge.
“ We were traversing this hill
F ro m page 1
and
cutting each other off on
mountain bikes are attractive to
kids, adults and **mom and pop these single tracks, (trails just
wide enough for one rider), when
types,”
“ Mountain bikes are great for I cut Dave off, causing him to
prople who don’t like to ride bent lose his balance. He pushed me
over,” Wonderly said. “ Sitting in and sent me rolling down the hill.
a more upright position is a lot At first I was still attatched to
more comfortable.
And moun my bike because of the toe clips,
tain bikes are safer to ride (than but then I kind of launched it
ten speeds) because you can shift farther down the hill. I stopped,
into any gear without ever hav but my bike kept going and went
ing to take your hands of the down a 50-foot cliff to a stream. 1
thought she was going to be dead
handle bars.”
Iti addition, Wonderly said (his bike) but she lived. I was
that flat tires and bent wheels really surprised. I could have
are generally not major problems been seriously hurt or even dead
if I went with her.”
with mountain bikes.
Without a doubt, the most ap
Environmentalists have grave
pealing aspect of mountain bik concerns about the sudden popu
ing is the wide variety of areas it larity of mountain bikes. In nor
opens up for travel.
thern California many trails and
Dirk Franklin, an electronic conservation areas have been
engineering
junior,
recently closed to all but hikers and
b o u g h t a m o u n ta in b ik e horses. Similar measures have
because,“ I’ve always had an urge been suggested for certain areas
to see the other side of a hill or to of Montana De Oro State Park.
find where a road leads to. My The proposed actions have been
mountain bike allows me to get prompted by worries over land
away from the city and closer to damage and careless riders who
nature and at the same time get spook livestock and hikers.
a real rigorous workout. Besides,
Kohlenberger agrees that there
it’s a lot easier to lift my bike
are
some who own mountain
over a fence than it is to lift my
bikes
who shouldn’t, because
jeep.”
The idea of mountain biking they lack consideration for
may appeal to those who enjoy others. But “ bikes get a bad
hiking, camping, or horseback rap,” he quickly adds.“ Bikers
riding. But actually riding one is should have just as many rights
a different matter. For hard-core as anybody else. And it’s only a
riders, battle scars are a fair few people who ruin it for the
'rade for a little excitement and rest of us, by getting bikers
kicked off lands.”
challenge.
As for damaging terrain,
“ The type of person that’s apt
Kohlenberger
doesn’t
think
to become a serious mountain
biker is someone who is outdoor- mountain bikes are any worse
sy and someone who likes to than horses, who leave tracks as
s w e a t,”
sa id
in d u s tr ia l well. Richardson added that
technology major Dave Richard nature has its own defense
son. “ It’s not just peddling against mountain bikers —
around to look at the flowers, it’s poison oak.
a lot of hard work.”
In an effort to keep protected
Richardson, a salesman at areas and privately owned lands
Broad Street Bikes, rides about from being shut off to mountain
five days a week and races bikers, Richardson is in the pro
mountain bikes. He said the cess of forming a mountain bike
sport can be intense, which organization. Responsible Offmakes knowledge of the terrain Road Adventure Riders (ROAR).
and body placement on the bike His goal is to gather local moun
necessary.
tain cyclists for safe, responsible
“ You really need to be riding tours and expeditions.
physically and mentally respon
Richardson also wants some
sive while riding. It can be kind
type
of organized representation
of scary if you’re tired and your
for mountain bikers by local
reflexes slow down because you
land-use decision makers.
can lose co n tro l e a s ie r,”
Some cyclists have given
Richardson said. “ The more
speed you pick up, the more Richardson flak for his responsi
danger you place yourself in. You ble riding stance, arguing that
will crash, but it’s okay if you are trail riding does not offer the
somewhat in control. Crashing is same potential contest or ex
citement as that of creating new
part of the fun.”
Agricultural engineering senior trails.
But Richardson puts forth a
Ted Kohlenberger agrees. “ Acci
dents are bound to happen, personal challenge for anyone to
because you’re riding on dirt and prove: that riding with con
it’s slippery. They can also hap sideration for the environment is
pen from taking extra risks, but as much fun and more rewarding
than blazing through virgin
that’s part of mountain biking.”
Kohlenberger, now at the rac wilderness.
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Even city folks can manage this ranch
improvement of cattle herds.
The Escuela Ranch rests on
1,500 acres of pasture deeded to
Cal Poly in 1967 from the U.S.
Department of Health, Educa
tion and Welfare. A 250-acre bio
logical science reserve and a 15acre eucalyptus farm were also
provided for through the land
donation, Flanagan said.
The Escuela Ranch herd con
sists of 150 breeding cows in
volved in a cross breeding pro
gram.
“ Senior projects and applied
research programs are also done
through this project,” he said.
Students must spend 100
hours working the ranch. Work
ranges from doing simple chores
to disease prevention, branding,
dehorning, contacting buyers

By Stephanie Dias
s ta ff W riter

SOME STUDENTS like cows,
and others like horses. Well, if a
student enjoys both, they’re in
for a treat at the Escuela Ranch,
a commercial cow-calf enterprise
project.
The majority of students who
sign up for the project are animal
science majors.
“ We do take other majors who
are interested and that know how
to ride a horse,” said James
Flanagan
from
the animal
science department.
Flanagan supervises the pro
ject, which allows 15 students to
run a cow-calf operation. This
type of program produces calves
for market and replacement
heifers for constant growth and

and preparing a financial state
ment at the end of the year, said
Flanagan. The program starts
July 1 of each year and ends
June 30.
One-third of the profits taken
after the sale of the cattle will be
given to the Cal Poly Founda
tion, while students split the re
mainder in proportion to the
number of hours worked by each
student.
“ The market makes a dif
ference as to whether the stu
dents will make a p ro fit,”
Flanagan said. “ Students are out
hours if they don’t make a pro
fit.”
Last years group of student
had to supply extra hay since the
crop that year was insufficient,
he said, adding, “ The cost of hay
will reflect in the total profits the
students take home.”
Kristi Neal, a 23-year-old
animal science major, took part
in the Escuela Ranch project last
year. She said her most valuable
experience was in learning how
to manage a ranch.
“ It takes not only money but
some hard work to keep a ranch,
even of a small size, going,” she
said.
In caring for the herd, Neal
said the group would ride
through the herd twice a day
during calving season and less
active periods.
“ The fall season was the busi
est but we still lost some cows,”
she said.
Neal is from Santa Barbara
and did not grow up around cat
tle ranching. She said the expe
rience was really good.
“ All my friends tease me about
See RANCH, page 8

FREE SPINAL EXAMINATION
Johnston Chiropractic Clinic. Inc. is sponsoring a spinal check
up and Scoliosis Screening program as a public service. This
service will include consultation physical examination, and a
report of findings.

•
•
•
•
•

STORE HOURS:
Sunday - Thursday: 9am-10pm

Friday & Saturday; 9am-11pm

RMwrring Htcdochts
Diuiness, Mwrrtd Visiofl
Ntck, ShouWer A Arm Pain
low lock A Log Poin
Pain lo tw ttn ShouMors

Num bntu in Hondf A Arms
loss of Sloop
Diffiewit Irootliing
Numbnoss in Logs A ftê f

— COUPON"

ANY MOVIE RENT A VCR
JUST AND A MOVIE
99$ FOR
expires 8/10/87

$ 7.95
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prevent possible advancing complications. This Free Spinal public
service is for o limited time only, by appointment, please.
Please mention-ad at time of visit.

For An Appointment Call 541-2727

Palmer Graduate

expires 8/10/87
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If you suffer from any of these warning signs coll immediately to

Johnston Chiropractic Clinic
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Escuela Ranch

WARNING SIGNS OF SPINAL MISALIGNMENTS

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
1356 M adonna Rd.
San Luis Obispo. CA 93401
544-3999
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1150 Grove Street

San Luis Obispo
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INDEPENDENT FURNISHED STUDENT APARTMENTS
ACROSS THE STREET FROM CAL POLY!!
OPENINGS IN:
2 Bedroom Townhouse...from... f ^ ®®' 0 0/m o shared ($ 1 6 5 )
$ 3 3 0 .0 0 /m o private ($ 3 0 2 )*
on j
/on luci I. c
$ 2 0 5 .00/m oshared ($ 1 8 8 )*
2 Bedroom/2 Bath Flats...from... $35o.oo/mo private ($320)*
Private Studio In A Quiet
Creekside Setting .. .from. ..$ 3 5 0 .0 0 /mo ( $ 3 2 2 ) *
NEW MICROWAVE OVENS, COUCHES, MINI BLINDS,
LAMPS AND MORE FOR FALL '87!!
*Closest housing to Cal Poly
*5 Modern laundry facilities
*Heated Pool
*Private Park and BBQ Area
*Reserved Parking
*Meeting Room

12 month discount lease range in parenthesis

MON-SAT 8-6
SUN 10-5

ONE MUSTANG DRIVE
SAN LUIS OBISPO

HEY DORM RESIDENTS!
Tour Mustang
Village this summer
& receive a FREE
Hanes Beefy-T Mustang
Village Shirt!!

IM ItfyiANG V lL L A fiE^

543-4950
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Photos by Daryl Shoptaugh

Lifeguard
By Stephanie Dias
s ta ff W riter

JEANNA GIESSINGER takes her job
seriously. She knows the difference be
tween life and death depends on her sharp
eyes and quick reflexes.
Giessinger is the newest member of
Avila Beach’s lifeguard staff and one of
only two women on the team.
“ The tryouts were tough,” she said.
“ We had to run down the beach, around
the pier, then run back to the finish. An
interview and written test are also re
quired. Each lifeguard must also take first
aid, CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation)
and advanced lifesaving training.
“ I’m a swimmer and love being outdoors
in the sun, which makes this job ideal be
fore school starts up in the fall. The pay’s
not bad either.”
Giessinger said she sometimes is
harassed by male beachgoers, but has
learned to ignore it.
“ One guy wanted me to save him if he
jumped off the pier,” she said. “ I didn’t
take him too seriously.”
Giessinger said Avila is a fairly safe
beach, and lifeguards can usually tell when
a swimmer is in serious trouble.
Ray Cardwell, an environmental biology
major, has lifeguarded for six years. He
has taught livesaving classes as well as
swimming classes to toddlers, the elderly
and handicapped people.
“ (Lifeguarding) is definitely not for the
money or the hours,” he said. “ Lifeguar
ding serves a purpose, a real need. We
make the difference between life and
death. I don’t consider myself as just a
lifeguard.”

1 ifeguard Michael Huff (above) scans the uach for signs of distress on a typical
summer vacation day. Alan Mair (middle) carefully makes his way through a crowd
of Avila Beach sun worshippers.

Many beach injuries involve children
who cut their toes or fingers, said Cardwell. Lost children also turn up regularly.
“ Many parents are laid back when they
go to the beach because they think that
someone else will watch their children,” he
said. “ It’s in this type of laid-back environment that children wander off.”
Although male lifeguards are stereo
typed as young, blond, strong, handsome
and worshippers of the sun, Cardwell does
not liken himself to this image.
“ I’m in the wrong age group (older) to
be considered a stereotypical lifeguard,”
he said.
Cardwell thinks the public has given
lifeguards the stereotype, but it does not
exist at Avila.
“ It takes only a few of those lifeguards
to fill the stereotype to give the rest of us
a bad reputation,” he said.
Kerry Forsyth, lifeguard supervisor,
said lifeguarding is almost a year-round
job for her.
“ It is seasonal in that August and
September are the most active, since
many people get vacation time during
those months,” she said. “ When the sky is
overcast, lifeguards are either cleaning the
beach or learning new lifesaving tech
niques.”
In the summer, nine lifeguards are on
staff and all four lifeguard posts are man
ned.
“ Not as many woman try out, since they
would rather be (lifeguarding) in a heated
pool rather than a cold ocean,” she said.
“ It’s a lot more fun to guard at the beach
though.”

‘One guy wanted me to
save him if he jumped off
the pier. I didn’t take
him too seriously.’
— Jeanna Giessinger
'"'s.V,
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Ultraviolet rays threaten eyes
By Herod Lowery
s ta ff W riter

ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT is that which
gives sunbathers that oh-so-desirable tan.
But, by lying just below the visible part of
the electromagnetic spectrum, ultraviolet
light (UV) can also cause serious eye dam
age, said a Santa Maria optometrist.
“ There are two types of UV,” said Dr.
James Creech. “ UV-A, or short UV
(wavelengths), and UV-B, long UV
(wavelengths). UV-A is what causes
welder’s flashburn. This is short-term
damage to the eye from watching an arc
welder without proper safety glasses, or
from snow skiing. While only a short-term
effect, it is very painful and can be
prevented with common sense.”
Creech said UV-B is what should con
cern people. Depending on exposure time,
“ UV-B can cause nuclear sclerosis, a
hardening of the lens nucleus.”
According to Creech, quality sunglasses
are the best preventative medicine to pro
tect the eyes.
“ Sunglasses help prevent cataracts,
allow better night vision after a day of
exposure to sunlight, give more comfort
from lack of squinting and Age-Related
Macular Degeneration (ARM),” Creech
said. “ The macula provides clear, sharp
vision when eye focus is straight ahead. If
you have ARM, you’ll still have peripheral
vision, but things straight ahead will be
out of focus.”
Creech is a strong believer in sunglasses.
“ You need to wear them all the time, not
just when you get older, as cataracts (a
clouding of the lens) are a lifetime in

developing,” he said.
According to reports from Corning
Glass, clear glass is better than nothing at
all in front of the eye, with gray and
brown lenses being best for UV absorp
tion.
Polarized lenses, which have a thin filter
sandwiched between two layers of glass,
are the best bet for cutting back on
reflected light.
Creech said, “ Reflected light has a more
horizontal wave form to it. Polarized
lenses act as a vertically oriented grating
that screens out the horizontal, or
reflected light. Fishermen like to use
polarized lenses because they let them
look down into the water and see the fish.”
Drugstore-bought sunglasses can be a
bad deal, said Creech. Usually their optical
quality is low, with quite a bit of distor
tion.
The lens needs to be dark enough to hide
the eye behind the lens. If the lens is not
dark enough, the pupil will dialate and ac
tually let more light in than without
glasses on, putting the eye more at risk.
“ If you’re at the beach all day without
sunglasses and you drive home at dusk ...
your ability to distinguish contrast will be
diminished,” Creech said.
Creech claims that some are taking ad
vantage of the recent publicity about UV
dangers, advertising glasses which claim
to be miracle-workers in the battle against
UV light.
“ I’ve seen some magazine ads for some
glasses called Blue Blockers. They’re
nothing special, in fact. I think they’re
See E Y E S ,
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SLO Transit to again
offer students and
faculty free bus rides
By Jeanne Denvir
Staff W riter

FOR THE SECOND year in a
row. Cal Poly and the the San
I uis Obispo City Council have
struck an agreement on a “ No
Fare F’rogram” tor Cal Poly SLO
Transit riders.
Through transit agreements,
Cal i’oly will pay an annual route
subsidy fee to the city in ex
change for free usage of SLO
Transit by Cal Poly students,
staff and faculty. The annual
route subsidy fee is based on a
simple formula which considers
two factors: fiscal year Cal Poly
rid ersh ip and charge
per
passenger on Sl.O Transit.
“ The Cal Poly subsidy fee for
fiscal year 1987-88 is about
$70,000, which represents a
charge of 29 cents per trip for the
total number of Cal Poly
passengers,” said Nancy Knofler,
transit manager.
The program has helped the
parking problem on campus and
has increased ridership on SLO
Transit.
“ Ridership has increased by 50
percent in comparison to the last
fiscal year before this program
started,” said KnotTer.
At the same time, however, the
rapid increase in ridership has
resulted in an imbalance in the
Cal Poly fare revenue per
passenger (28 cents during fiscal

year 1986-87) relative to the
average fare revenue for all other
SLO Transit passengers (35
cents during fiscal year 1986-87).
The new agreement addresses
this situation, and fare revenue
equity will gradually be phased
in.
“ The ridership charge of 28
cents will be increased by 1 cent
per year until the fare revenue
per Cal Poly passenger is consis
tent with the average fare reve
nue of all other SLO Transit
passengers,” said James Landreth. Cal Poly director of
Business Affairs.
This year’s agreement is the
same as agreements previously
approved by the city council,
with one exception. The term for
th is
y e a r ’s
p ro g ra m
is
unspecified, which would allow
the program to continue without
renewal. There is however, a
ninety-day termination clause
that would allow either party to
end the agreement. Cal Poly and
city staff anticipate the agree
ment will allow the program to
continue for many years.
“ The open-ended agreement
has laid the foundation for many
y e a rs
to
c o m e ,”
said
Knofler.“ The bus approval is a
good news item for students and
faculty who can continue taking
the bus with proper identifica
tion.”

Chambers gets shot at NBA
By Robin Galey
s ta ff W riter

CAL POLY’S FIRST allAmerica basketball player, Sean
Chambers, has high- hopes of
reaching the National Basketball
Association.
Chambers is confident he will
advance from an NBA tryout
camp beginning Friday to the
Southern California Summer
Professional Basketball League
held at Loyola Marymount Uni
versity July 24 to Aug. 16.
Anywhere from 10 to 40 players

'This summer Tve im
proved 100 percent.
Vm living, eating and
literally sleeping
basketball. *
Sean Chambers
at the tryout camp could ad
vance to the summer league.
“ Los Angeles is the beginning
of everything, because everyone
is there.”
Chambers, who transfered to
Cal Poly from nearby Cuesta
College, completed his senior
season in March after leading the
Mustangs to two straigh con
ference titles. The team’s top
scorer for two consecutive years,
he was named a third-team allAmerica following the 1985-86
season.
“ It’s a chance of a lifetime for
Sean,” said Larry Creger, direc
tor of the summer league. “ After
the five days of tough play in the
tryouts the players will know if
they’re good enough to make it
professionally.
“ A lot of great college and
NBA players, like A.C. Green
and Byron Scott of the (Los
Angeles) Lakers, will be there.
This is the only league where
scouts come in great numbers.
Some come to the tryouts, but
even more come to the league.”
In addition to the NBA, the
Continental Basketball Associa

DARYL SHOPTAUQH/Summer Mustang

tion, European League and In
ternational Basketball Associa
tion (IBA, for players 6-feet-4
and under) also will send scouts
to the league’s competition.
“ It’s difficult to believe there
are many players better than
Sean left after the draft to pre
vent him from making the
league,” said Cal Poly Head
Coach Steve Reason.
If Chambers does not qualify
for the summer league, he said he
will go to a two-day workout
conducted by the IBA July 25
and 26. The 6-3 Chambers
qualifies for this league by one
inch.
“ A lot of people say this league

is made for me,” said Chambers.
“ Without a doubt I think 1 could
be successful, but I’d like a big
ger challenge.”
The European League has also
contacted Chambers.
“ I could sign today if I
wanted,” he said about the
European League. “ But my first
choice would be the Sacramento
K in g s. I ’ m a n a tiv e of
Sacramento and the fans would
eat that up.
“ This summer I’ve improved
100 percent. I’m living, eating
and literally sleeping basketball.
I’m reaching as high as I can go
because I don’t want to sell
myself short.”
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One price pays it all. Check it out...
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—Great Food Service
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—Close to School
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New air control tower planned
By Coleen Bondy
Staff W riter

AFTER 47 YEARS of being
lowerless, the San Luis Obispo
County Airport now has a tem
porary control tower and a $1.2
million contract to complete a
permanent one by spring.
Previously, the airport was
“ uncontrolled,” meaning that
pilots merely announced inten
tions to land, take off and taxi on
a particular radio frequency.
Pilots had to rely on their own
ability to spot other aircraft and
listen for other pilots’ an
nouncements.
Four air traffic controllers
(ATC’s) are now directing traffic
within a five-mile radius of the
airport. The ATC’s have an ad
vantage over pilots, because they
have an overall view of the field
and can space the departures and
landings safely.
The
federal
governm ent
determined nearly ten years ago
that the county-owned and
operated airport was in need of a
tower, but cuts in the federal
budget didn’t allow for construc
tion of one until this year. The
federal government is bearing
the brunt of the finaneial burden,
with the county paying less than
$100,000 of the total cost.
“ The way an airport is assess
ed for a tower is by an opera
tional count, defined as the
number of takeoffs and lan
dings,” said Mike Larsen, an
operations officer at the airport.
“ We are in excess of 200,000
operations a year.”
The county airport is serviced
by three airlines, with 45 com
muter flights (takeoff or landing)
a day. There are 265 noncom
mercial airplanes based at the
airport.
Despite heavy air traffic
growth and lack of a tower, there
have only been five or six acci
dents out of 100,000 flights since
January. All but one were
determined to be caused by pilot
error, with the rest most likely
caused by mechanical errors,
Larsen said. Still, Larsen feels
the increased traffic makes a
tower a good preventative
measure.
Further, the tower is important
because of the different types of
aircraft using the airport, Larsen
added. There are helicopters.

PET
MANOR
fresh fif Saltwater Fish
Small Animals
Birds
Live Fish Foods
Supplies for All Pets

metroliners, and small airplanes
all using the same field. Traffic
controllers will be able to direct
all of these aircraft safely to the
ground.
The temporary tower is in
——

operation from 6:30 a.m. to 2:30
p.m. daily. Beginning Aug. 16 it
will operate from 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
When the tower is not in opera
tion, pilots will follow standard
uncontrolled airport procedures.
— J a k e ’S“
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• Completely furnished including double-beds and
walk-in closets
• Beautitully landscaped exteriors with modern and
attractively furnished interiors
•A m p le reserved and non-reserved on-site parking for
residents!
• A quiet, mature environment that caters to the
conscientious and discriminating student
• Attentive, caring m anagem ent staff that recognizes
our residnts as our clients
• Rents that are com petitive and include a reduced rate
for summer months

I
Woodside's linnited openings rent quickly!
Applications are now being a c c e p te d for the
1987-8 contract year.
Don't w ait...Pick up on application today.

TAKE N’ BAKE PIZZA
Take and Bake and Save

LARGE 16in. COMBO PIZZA
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or any other 1 topping pizza

$9.55
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Medium 12” Combo Pizza $7.45
Smali 10” Combo Pizza $5.40
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¡ncludes:
Pepperoni, Sausage, Salami, Olives,
Mushrooms, Bell Peppers, Onions
CALL AHEAD
Foothill Plaza S.L.O

541-6606

An exclusive Student Residence
200 N. Santa Rosa S t

Son Luis Obispo, CA

8/16/87

544-7007

DROP IN..
S ee W h at The
B o o ksto re O ffers:
Huge Assortment of General Reading Books,
Cal Poly Souvenirs,
Photo Supplies, Processing, Film,
Cal Poly Clothing,
Calculators, Computers,
Gifts, Magazines, Snacks,
Health & Beauty Aids,
Art Supplies, Free Gift Wrapping,
and lots of other good things.
Most items at discount prices.
Summer Hrs:
Monday-Friday

7 : 45 AM-4 : 00 PM

Open 7 days a Week
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Sidewalk Sale
July 16-19

Storewide Speciais
251 Madonna Rd. SLO
(behind Waldenbooks)

545-8808
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Scarce water resources threaten city grow th
will have to be squeezed harder
by 1990 if new water sources are
Staff W riter
ALTHOUGH W.ATER is a not found, city officials say.
But a no-growth situation,
basic requirement of community
life, clean water resources are of which would divert the flow' of
ten taken for granted. Water is a new business and residents, may
limited resource in San Luis hurt the city economically. At
Obispo and the community will worst, city officials say further,
have to pay the price for new the local econom y would
job
opportunities
sources or forfeit future growth, stagnate,
wDuld diminish and residents
according to city officials.
Since 1984, estimates show would move out for lack of
that water use in San Luis employment.
In response to this worst-case
Obispo has exceeded the safe
scenario,
the city has already
annual yield, and that current
water supplies cannot support drafted an ordinance that will cut
in half.
the present population or the 1987 development
Passage
of
the
ordinance
could
grow th sweeping the county.
Because San l.uis Obispo is an be avoided if a plan better using
attractive area with a mild current water supplies was
climate, sparse population, and adopted. The ordinance is plann
clean air, pressure for city ed to go into effect as early as
growth is increasing. In fact, San 'his month.
San Luis Obispo has been
I uis Obispo County is the
fastest growing county in the dei)endcnt on outside water
stiurccs since the 1940s when the
state.
City residents and the city city began shipping water from
council have supported slow 'he Salitias Reservoir in Santa
growth, but even slow growth Margarita. In the early 1960s the
By PaulJ. Roberts

MID-STATE
ELECTRONICS
Small parts, big parts, batteries, & every
kind of wire and cable. In short, we carry
anything electronic. For over 31 years MidState has carried the largest stock In elec
tronic parts between S.F. and L.A.

city also received water from the
Whale Rock Reservoir near
Cayucos. Before these reservoirs
were used, water was pumped
out of 11 wells in San Luis
Obispo.
The city has already begun a
conservation program, CARE,
but officials said the expected
savings will not be enough to
meet current — much less future
— water demands.
The CARE program will in
crease water supply five percent
at best. San Luis Obispo uses 10
percent more water than it gets
from normal rainfall.
“ It’s a question of how much
risk the community wants to
tak e,’’ said Glen Matteson,
Community
D e v e l o p me n t
Department associate planner.
He said the current water supply
can provide enough water for ex
isting customers if the residents
and the city can successfully
conserve. In the past, however,
residents have only successfully
conserved
wa t e r
during
droughts, he added.
Matteson said the city is con
sidering three possible water
sources:
•G round water exploration
which includes opening old wells
and re-drilling new ones.
•Raising the Salinas Dam to
increase its capacity.
•Developing a coastal exten

Don’t fight the
downtown traffic...

1441 Monterey St., SLO

©ornipliiil©

543-2770
^

sion of the state aqueduct in the
Central Valley.
The water crisis and the pro
posed solutions have become
heated topics for the city council.
“ Nothing is more sensitive to a
city council than to have their
water supply tampered with,’’
said city councilman Alan K.
■Settle. He said the city council
has voted in favor of spending
$600,000 for research on possible
well sites and the construction of
two wells in the Laguna Lake
area, in addition to the three
water source proposals.
The first proposal of groundwater extraction could yield up
to 1,100 additional acre-feet of
water per year (an acre-foot is
equal to about 326,000 gallons
per year). Morro Bay has started
a similar program which now ac
counts for one-third of its water.
Although well water can be
treated for household use, it
would be used to replace treated
water now used to irrigate parks.
The second proposal would
raise the Salinas Reservoir Dam,
increasing its capacity by 1,300
acre-feet of water per year; a 27
percent increase over the current
annual yield of 4,8(K) acre-feet.
Raising the Salinas Dam,
however, would increase pressure
on the structure and pose greater
danger to underlying areas. In
addition, the dam lies on the
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Parkfield fault, adding the
possiblity of earthquake damage.
Salinas officials have decided to
pursue seismic studies on the
dam to determine whether ex
pansion will be a risk.
The third proposal would re
quire a coastal extension of the
California Aqueduct in the Cen
tral Valley.
Extending the aqueduct would
yield about 3,0(X) acre-feet per
year for the city and an addi
tional 20,000 acre-feet for the
county. Although this appears
the best alternative, reliance on
the state could be risky. The
council is hesitant to trust the
state’s ability to consistently
supply the water.
Also, the coastal extension
could not be completed until
1997 at the earliest. Local
resources would still have to be
fully tapped until then.
Until a specific program is ap
proved, city officials feel op
timum conservation and ground
water exploration will be .pur
sued. Conservation will consist of
both the CARE program and a
plan of higher-yielding coopertive
use of the Salinas and Whale
Rock reservoirs. The coopertive
use plan entails using mostly
Salinas Reservoir water first,
because it evaporates sooner
than Whale Rock water, and
“ banking’’ San Luis Obispo’s
share of the Whale Rock water.
Whale Rock is also used by other
cities.
Whichever project the city
chooses, funding will eventually
come out of customer pockeibooks. Since water service is ful
ly fee-supported, any of the pro
posed projects would be paid for
through water bills.
“ My prediction is that the citi
zens of San Luis Obispo will ex
perience substantial increases in
Iheir water (costs),’’ Settle said.

RANCH
From page 3
the cows but that’s OK, it’s fun,’’
she said.
Scott Paxton, another animal
science major, said the Escuela
Ranch program i, “ a good expe
rience for those who weren’t sur
rounded by cattle when growing
up.’’
He said each year varies in how
much of a profit the students
take home.
“ Two years ago the market
was in a slump and the highest
I profit share was $500,’’ he said.
“ Last year the students got a
little more, but they also had to
buy some hay. The market can
make or break the profit
margin.’’
Flanagan stressed that the
project is also based on social in
teraction.
“ They have to work together
so getting along with each other
makes the project run a little
smoother,’’ he said.
He said most students on the
project
go
into
teaching
I agriculture, ranching, sales or
banking.
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Montana
de Oro
Unspoiled ‘Mountain o f
Gold* offers everything
from camping to surfing

By C r a i g C l a v e r
Just minutes from Cal Poly
lies an area of relatively unspoil
ed coastal habitat which offers a
wide range of activities from sur
fing and beach combing to
horseback riding, camping and
hiking.
The “ Mountain of Gold,” or
Montana De Oro State Park, is
one of the newer members of the
California State Park System,
and contains nearly 10,000 acres
of beaches and tidal pools,
streams, ocean cliffs, coastal
plains and foothills.
The area, used since 1892 for
agricultural purposes and cattle
grazing, was purchased from the
Hazard family in 1965 at a cost
of $2.6 million.
From Valencia Peak, the park’s
most prominant point at 1,345
feet, hikers can get a 100-mile
view on a clear day from Point
Sal in the south to Piedras Blan
cas in the north.
Visitors to the park are treated
to a host of flora and fauna.
The park derived its name from
the many yellow and golden wild
flowers, including goldfields and
California poppys, which cover
the hills and peaks in the spring,
literally creating mountains of
gold.
A variety of both land and sea
mammals, as well as over 100
species of bird life, find a home
within Mont a na De O ro ’s
boundaries.
Harbor seals, sea lions and sea
otters are permanent inhabitants
of the park, and can be seen
swimming and feeding along the
bluffs and beaches.
Land animals in the park in
clude black-tailed deer, which can
be seen feeding along the
chaparral-covered coastal plains
in the evenings, raccoons, gray
foxes, coyotes, skunks, squirrels,
and rabbits.
Although rare to the area,
there has been mountain lions
sighted in the park.
■ “ Something that people forget
is that it is illegal to feed animals
in a state park,” said park aide
Mary Schaefer. “ The animals
lose their fear of humans when
they get fed, and that’s when
they become a problem.”
With 2 and-a-half miles of
ocean cliff and beach area, as well
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Council approves
parking structure
By Jeanne Denvir
s ta ff Writer

THE SAN LUIS Obispo City
Council took action last week to
improve the downtown parking
situation by Christmas 1988.
In response to the lingering
congestion problem, the city
council approved the construc
tion of a four-level, 292-space
parking structure to be built at
the intersection of Marsh and
Chorro streets.
The $3.9 million garage, known
as Riley’s site, will take 18 mon
ths to complete. The site was
selected over a site at the in
tersection of Marsh and Broad
streets.
“ The Chorro Street garage will
be beautiful in appearance and
easy to enter and exit,” said
David Romero, public works
director.
The city council unanimously
approved the new garage over
objections from the business
community, which preferred a
parking structure at Marsh and
Broad streets. The chamber of
commerce, the Business Im
provement Association (BIA)
and other merchants had backed
the Marsh and Broad site, which

was approved and then rejected
last year due to cost increases.
“ The Riley’s site was our se
cond choi ce, ”
said John
Bushnell, BIA president. “ (But)
you’ll get our 100 percent ef
fort.”
The business community urged
the city to increase parking fines
and enforcement to encourage
commuters to use the new
garage.
Dave
Garth,
e xe c ut i ve
manager of the chamber, added,
“ Our first consideration is that
we need parking.”
The city is already building
another garage, a 411-space
structure at Morro and Palm,
that will serve the city and coun
ty government centers. It will
provide a net gain of 300 spaces.
The Riley’s site will provide
210 new parking spaces for the
downtown area. It will be more
expensive to build than the
Marsh and Broad garage would
have been, but will provide 170
more spaces than that structure.
The Broad and Marsh site also
posed a problem with the pur
chase of the land. That difficulty
could have delayed construction
for another year.
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Spooner’s Cove, Montana de Oro.

staff W riter

Few people
realize the
beautiful flora
and fauna o f this
national park
which is only
minutes away at
the end of Los
Osos Valley
Road
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as scores of
trails for both
hikers and equestrians, a majori
ty of the park is easily accessible.
“ Since this is a state park,
we’re constantly having to re
mind people that it is illegal to
take things from the beach, the
tidal pools, or even to gather
firewood inside the park,” said
Schaefer. “ The park is so new
that we’re still trying to piece
together its history. It’s some
thing that is constantly being
worked on.”
The park also contains 49
drive-in overnight campsites and
four environmental, or hike-in
campsites with a $6 nightly use
fee and $2 fee for each additional
vehicle.

An added attraction to the
park are the horse campsites. A
group horse camp with room for
up to 25 horses is available for a
$25 nightly fee, with family horse
camps for up to 7 animals avail
able for $12 per night.
“ We also try to enforce a 10
p.m. curfew in the park. We’re
mostly concerned about noise,
and being courteous to other
guests in the park. But the
rangers are law enforcement of
ficers, and do have the power to
cite people,” added Schaefer.
The park is staffed by three
full-time rangers and one parttime ranger, as well as two full
time park aides and one parttime park aide.
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(limit one coupon per person)
1060 Osos St.
541

I
I
I
I
I
I
0955 I
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Bachelors auctioned
during charity event
By Susan Payne
Staff W riter

1C

/
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L-R Jules DuFriend, Susan Payne, Jon Scot, Raquel Frucht and Lisa DeFabrizio.

< fR EE DELIVERVy

FOURTY-EIGHT of San Luis
Obispo’s and Santa Maria’s most
eligible bachelors were auctioned
off Friday night at the Windmark Hotel in Shell Beach.
The auction, named “ Some
Enchanted Evening,’’ was an ef
fort to raise money for the
Multiple Sclerosis Society.
More than 300 women showed
up to bid on the bachelors of
their choice. By the
evening’s
end $26,000 had been raised,
which was a huge success, one
event coordinator said.
A similar bachelor auction was
held in Santa Barbara earlier this
year, raising $21,500.
The highest bid for a bachelor
was $850, which paid for a date
with bachelor Jon Morris. The
second highest bid was $825,
which was for a date with Randy
Ander son,
a
const ruct i on
manager.
The evening began with
cocktails, which gave the tuxedoed bachelors a chance to be
seen and heard. Some of the
bachelors admitted they were
nervous, but many liked the
change.

One and Two
Bedroom
apartments
available

M s r freí deuvery

at

5 4 1 -4 0 9 0

tíJGJQjEúJC/

CUSTOM ORDER TO YOUR TASTE
Italian Sausage • Onions • Ground Beef
Green Peppers • Pepperoni • Black Olives
Fresh Mushrooms • Ham • Pineapple
Linguisa • Artichoke Hearts
SUN -THURS 1lam to lam
2121

W

FRI & SAT 1lam to 2am

S A N T A B AR B AR A , S A N LUIS O B IS PO

eDnE s D aY

M

N iGhT

adneS s

Apartments feature:
•
•
•
•

10-month leasing contracts (2-bedroom only)
Low utilities
10 minute walk to campus
Clean quiet living in a garden setting
Murray Street Station 541-3856
1262 Murray Avenue SLO

LARGE 2 ITEM PIZZA and 2 SOFT DRINKS

“ We’re not the pursurers,
we’re being pursued,’’ said one
anxious bachelor. “ It’s a good
experience to be on the other side
of the dating game.’’
All of the bachelors seemed
pleased with the turnout of
women, who were all dressed
formally.
“ This is absolutely fantastic,’’
one bachelor said. “ I’m quite
delighted with all of the lovely
women, and the way they’re
dressed.’’
Women bidders were issued a
booklet with a page describing
each bachelor, giving his age,
height, weight, hobbies, ideal
woman, and the date he had
chosen for he and his highest
bidder. The women were also
handed a paddle for bidding.
The women moved through the
crowd, checking out the men as if
they were on a shopping spree.
“ I’m checking out the merchan
dise,’’ said one woman. “ 1
brought a blank check.’’
Another eager woman said:
“ I’m here to shop. I’m on a
supermarket sweep.’’
“ I’m going to buy my friend a
man,’’ another said. “ 1 told her if
she came along with me tonight.
I’d change her life.’’
After mingling for more than
an hour, the bachelors were then
brought on stage one by one and
asked a few questions about
themselves. Then the bidding
began.
“ Please let your emotions
overcome your good judgement,’’
the women were told.
Among some other bachelors
auctioned off were, Jon Scot, a
disc jockey, Peter Brubeck,
owner of Brubeck’s restauratr,
Dan Godwin, television reporter,
Dave
Wi l c o x ,
newspaper
reporter,
Ed
Murray,
stockbroker and Walt Torrence,
architect.
All of the bachelors were
selected by a polling of profes
sional women. The bachelors
were aged 24 to 54.
The bottom line of the evening,
however, was to help fight
multiple sclerosis, and no one
seemed to lose sight of that
reason. “ I’m here because it’s for
a good cause. And if I happen to
meet a nice lady, well that’ll be
fine also,’’ said one bachelor be
fore the bidding began.
“ I’m just here to raise the
bids,’’ admitted one woman.
“ I’m here because my friend has
multiple sclerosis, and 1 want to
do all I can to help her fight it.’’

95
ON ANY WEDNESDAY NIGHT

EXTRA THICK
WITH ANY PIZZA

N o Fa d s, N o G im m ic ks, N o Trends,
N o In itia tio n Fo e s .

NAME _
PHONE
One coupon per pizza

V ALU AB LE
COUPON

$2 OFF
ANY 16” PIZZA

NAME
PHONE
Of)« coupon p«r pizza.

VALUABLE
COUPON

Whot you got It portonolizod fltn ois
progromt, sofo ond offoctlvo oorobics
and tho know lodg# that Molonoy's hos
boon Borvlng SLO County for 7 yoors
ond is horo to stoy.
SPECIAL ENDS SUN JULY 19th

6
Months
m
includott

^
f 1
f

™

f i n
I f

LIFECYCLE
Gym A Aoroblcs
N«w M « m b f » Only

541-5180
3546
S. Higuera, SLO
L o c a lly O w n o d A O p a ro to d
b y P a t# A M orey M a lo n o y
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By Scott Sarno

The
Pismo
Clam

Staff W riter

What happened to it
Local boy sets out to
break flight record
By C . Moris
s ta ff W riter

TEN YEAR OLD Chris Mar
shall can’t drive across town but,
he is going to try to fly across
the country.
Saturday Chris is going to try
to break the world’s record for
being the youngest pilot to fly
across the United States.
Two weeks ago John Hill, 11,
of Arlington, Texas set the
record.
When Chris’ father, Lee Mar
shall, a pilot for Delta Airlines
heard this, he encouraged Chris
to break the record.
Chris, who wants to be a pilot
like his father, was very en
thusiastic about the idea. His fa

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS
Support Group Weds 6:45-8;15PM at
t033 WALNUT ST.

ther is paying more than $15,000
for the trip.
Chris and Rowe Yates, his
flight instructor, will be the only
two aboard the Piper Warrior.
They are taking off Saturday
from Oceano Airport at 2 p.m.
They will be in the air seven
hours a day, traveling approximatety 120 miles an hour. They
will make a publicity stop in
Bakersfield and then take off for
Palm Springs, New Mexico,
Texas, Alabama, and finish their
trip in Florida.
Chris’ mother, Gail Marshall,
said she is both nervous and ex
cited. Her biggest worry is
thunderstorms, but she knows
that Yates won’t let the plane go

Sr Projects, Reports,Term Papers
Done in my home-Fast Service!$10hr
481-2339 evenings.
TYPiNG $1.50/PG POLY PV & DEL
1-466-4171 AFTER 5 PM

DOUG TAYLOR I know you R Back
but where the * * * * R U?
Cail Mike 541-0645
LAST CHANCE! LEARN MASSAGE, CW
DANCING,SiGN LANGUAGE,CLOGGiNG
OR JOIN AEROBICS,SWIM WORKOUT,
WEIGHT TRAINING. SIGN UP IN
REC SPORTS OFFICE UU 118.

DANCERS,M ALE for ’Chippendale’
Type Revue. Experience preferred
but not necessary. Must be 21
Call Night Owl Productions,
528-8834 Message

WORD PROCESSING - FAST, PROFESS
IONAL, $1.50/doubte-spaced page.
Resumes, senior projects, term
papers. Marcy. 541-4214

CAMP COUNSELORS for teen program
at Cal Poly. Now thru 8/29, flex,
schedule allows time for your
classes. Must be college grad, or
senior. Salary, room&board. Contact
Pete Lenn, Pres. Active Learning
Inc. (805) 546-4600
CLEAN UP PERSON-CABINET 'SHOP
DAIL
Y PART-TIME S3.75/HR 544-2758 JEFF

Reliable, fun person who loves
children. Position; Home day
care asst. Hours; MWF 8:30-5;30
Salary $4.00/hr. to start.
Call Jeanne ,927-5795

fl Tn r e l ia b l e p e r s o n
needed as a daycare assnt.
$5/hr. call Jeanne 927-5795

WANTED; 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING 5-25 LBS IN
30 DAYS. 100% GUARANTEED 481-1128

PORTER VOICE STUDIO summer term;
liberate your voice to sing/speak
more joyfully and effectively.
SLO and MB, 772-4302.

VOX Guitar amplifier, 120 watts, sound of
the 60’s. Call 543-9178.

77 Fiat Spyder convert 5SP NEW
tires. Top; Stereo w/booster
excel cond 24K miles Make OFFER
1-466-4171 after 5 PM.

FAST SERVICE-EXP.TYPIST-SENIOR
PROJ 541-7773/541-0168 CHRIS.
R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona),laser printer w/IOOplus fonts,
student rates,9am-6pm,M-Sat,544-2591

F shr rm in nice house-wash,micro
furn,lg yard,deck,BBQ,cat.200*dep.
Paula 544-6033 Anne 543-4870

encia
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PISMO BEACH—The Clam
Capital of the World. That’s
quite a claim to fame for a small
Central Coast town which at one
time had the largest clam popu
lation on the coast of California.
But today, if someone is seen
with a clamming fork on the
beaches of Pismo, he would be
lucky to find just a few undersize
clams and would probably give
the local residents a good laugh.
What caused the rapid decline in
the clam population? Where did
they all go?
Fossil remains of Pismo clams
have been found in pleistocene
deposits at least 25,000 years
old, showing that these clams
were present on our coast since
the ice age.
From 1916 to 1947, when
commercial digging of Pismo
up if the weather isn’t ideal.
When they arrive in Florida
they will be going to Vero Beach
to meet the president of Piper
Warrior and to tour the facility.
Then Chris and Yates are going
on a week-long windjammer
cruise to the Carribean.
Chris said that when his
friends hear that he is going to
fly accross the country “ they
just go nuts!”
Wait till his friends hear about
his plan for next year. Chris
wants to fly around the world.
And if he can get a sponsor, he’ll
do it. He’s hoping that Diamond
Aviation, the company which is
leasing Yates the plane for this
trip will sponsor him.

•• *4 ♦♦ ’4 *4
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the Interior Donald Hodel l ' '
recently r emar ked that in
response to alleged depletion of
the ozone layer (and therefore a
decrease in the atmosphere’s
ability to filter out most of the
harmful UV rays), citizens should
wear broad-brimmed hats, sun
screen and sunglasses when out
doors.
“ While I’m not really aware of
those remarks, it’s not a bad
idea,” said Creech.

With purchase of

any

walking short
board short o.

PRIVATE ROOM FOR RENT ~
Nice house on Foothill.Built in
BBQ,2Fireplaces,nice yards, water
trash and cable paid,2 cool roommates.An overall. Great deal.
$250per month, $250 deposit. Avail 8/1
Call Rob, John or Brad at 541-6314.
Call in afternoon.

SUMMER RENTALS. REDUCED RATE.

544-2176
2 bdm appts Furn or unfurn 9 mon
lease Pool Tennis Free utilities
call 544-2176

BUYING A HOUSE?
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL THE AFFOR
DABLE
HOUSE & CONDOS FOR SALE IN SLO,
INCLUDING CONDOS NEAR POLY, CALL
STEVE NELSON. FARRELL SMYTH, INC.
543-8370
Leave message.
Condos & Homes information packet
available on campus Call Marguerite
C21 546-2319 or 541-3432

Something New From The

SUGARLESS SHACK

and

HEALTHY HAVEN RESTAURANT...

SUGARFREE and FAT FREE

AÌSO

YOGURT
SKINNY LITE

tm

Frozen Dairy Dessert.
NEW and IM P R O V E D .

543-1450

only 11.5 Cal. Per Fluid Ounce

555 Ramona Dr
SLO. CA 9301

only at the:

SUGARLESS SHACK
I

★ AEROBICS

• Private Room
Private
• Free Daily Classes
Universal Weights
★ SPORTS ACTIVITIES
Exercise Bikes
• Tennis
Rowing Machines
• Basketball
★ SWIMMING POOL
•• a

From page 3
overpriced, and they don’t fit
everybody,” Creech said. “ Your
optometrist can provide you with
absorptive lenses that fit your
particular needs, and frames that
fit properly.”
Perhaps reflecting the Reagan
administration’s view on en
vironmental issues. Secretary of

11

find larger clams (but not legal
size) so they’re eating them be
fore they can reach the legal
size.’’
Jack Raymond, a park ranger
dispatcher, studied the Pismo
Dunes area for two years and has
his own theory for the clams’
disappearance.
“ The big storm in 1982 took
eight feet of base sand off the
beach and brought it a half mile
off the shore,” he said. “ Most of
the legal size clams were in that
sand bar.”
Raymond said sea otters are
the only creatures that can reach
the clams now.
So while the
older, legal-size clams were
washed out with the sand bar,
the younger, undersize clams
were left behind and many of
them have been illegally removed
from the beach.
See back page

Priv.,unf.roominhousew/studentsin
LosOsos,avail.Aug.1,$175/mo.*util.
$300dep.ContactDagmar(408)7284012

V ,

•
•
•
•

EYES

Large 2&1-bedroom turn or unturn.
Walk to Poly. Pool, laundry.
Some townhouses. $425/$610.
Large 2-bedroom. 1Vt bath townhouse. Quiet with view $575/Mo
Most Units water, garbage, and cable
TV Paid. 12 Months lease. Available
now. 546-9236 544-2402

2 Story Townhouses
★ FITNESS CENTER

clams was allowed, nearly
100,000 pounds were taken each
year by commercial diggers alone
and 1981 was the last time legal
size clamming for sport was
allowed.
Bob Hardy, a marine biologist
for the Department of Fish and
Game in Morro Bay, said the
disappearance is due to the sea
otter.
“ It takes five to seven years
for clams to reach the legal size
of 4 and-a- half inches,’’ he said.
“ The clams are eaten by otters
before they get a chance to reach
that size.’’
Hardy said that there has been
a big rise in the sea otter popula
tion and, as the population grew,
the animals moved toward the
south end of Pismo Beach, where
the most clams were.
“ The sea otters are lazy,’’ said
Hardy. “ It’s easier for them lo
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486 Marsh St. SLO

also in
Paso Robles-935 Riverside Ave
Atascadero-7319 El Camino
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ALBEE
From page 1
directors for the July 18-19 performances
scheduled for 8 p.m. Students from as far
away as Humboldt State University are
participating in the workshop.
All of Albee’s plays to be preformed are
in the third week of rehearsal. The first
two plays, “ Box” and “ The Sandbox,” are
experimental. “ Box” is 10 minutes long
and features a box on stage. There are no
actors present — only a voice in the
background.
The third play, “ Finding The Sun,”
gives the illusion of being straightforward,
he said.

Albee said he writes in experimental and
traditional forms.
“ 1 write in whatever style re germane to
what I’m doing, he said.”
Albee is on campus this summer because
he said it occured to him over 20 years ago
that we should help each other.
“ 1 think it’s a responsibility of anybody
to encourage — or discourage (other peo
ple) — depending on their abilities,” Albee
said. “ It just seems the most logical thing
in the world.”
Albee, 59, started writing when he was 6
years old. “ I did want to be a composer
when 1 was a kid,” he said. Classical music
is his forte, especially the Baroque period.
Now he composes at his New York home
using the human voice as the instrument.

Of the two new plays he is working on,
Albee said: “ One us about incest. The
other is not. I always have two or three
plays that I’m working on.”
The plays may not always be on paper,
he said, but they may be circling in his
head.
But when his plays finally do make it to
production, how does Albee respond to
suggestions for change?
“ That rarely happens,” he said. “ 1 can
be intimidating.”
When actors or directors give their opi
nions, however, Albee said he listens. If it
is inconsistent with the play, he leaves it
as it is. If, on the other hand, the opinion
is a good idea, Albee said he accepts the
change and acts as if that is what he in

Orientation set for first-time students
Goals of the orientation include
i
n
troducing
students
to
Staff Writer
CAL POLY WILL hold an Ac organizations and university
ademic Orientation program this resources, and providing early
summer for minorities and other contact with faculty. The pro
underrepresented students enter gram will also introduce students
ing the university for the first to services offered by Student
Aff ai rs and other campus
time.
From Aug. 16 to 18, new stu resources ( financial aid, housing.
dents will meet with the deans Health Center and ASI, etc.).
While the program aims to
and faculty in their majors, aca
demic advisers from Student establish social networks and
Academic Services, and Cal Poly peer support groups for students,
it is not meant to imitate the fall
staff and students.
By Chris Morris
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THEFT

From page 11

From page 1
cess to the sof t war e by
unauthorized parties or for the
software to be taken off campus.
Information stored on disks
was allegedly copied by Dresel
and Slusser on many occasions,
sometimes with the use of a
phone modem, the report stated.
On May 26, 1986, the two
allegedly used a modem to copy
and store on a floppy disk a
complete list of every microcomputer belonging to Cal Poly,
Serial numbers and computer
storage locations on campus were
also part of the information
reported stolen.
Dresel refused to comment
about the issue; Slusser was
unavailable for comment.
Robert
Tot h,
a former
employee of Terminal Tech,
found the copied data later that
\ear when he tested a printer at
Ihat company, the report stated.
Slusser allegedly then contacted
Toth and told him to shred the
test printout and to “ keep his
mouth shut about the existence
of such a list,” Toth said in the
report.

Illegal clammers have also
played a big part in the disap
pearance of the clams. A July 1
story in the Five Cities TimesPress Recorder reported that
several people were arrested for
removing 1,000 undersize clams
from Pismo Beach.
So as the 40th Annual Pismo
Beach Clam Festival takes place
Nov. 14 and 15, thousands will
flock to Pismo to indulge in
clams. They may be disappointed
to find no clams, but they will
find plenty of barbecued ribs.
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orientation. Week of Welcome
(WOW). Academic Orientation is
geared to complement WOW
through
pre-enrollment
for
underrepresented students.
Students eligible for Student
Academic Services are those
underrepresented by ethnicity,
gender or disability.
Volunteers are needed to help
with the program. Students who
have already gone through the
program are especially en
couraged to help this year.
For more information, a
meeting will be held at 11 a.m.
Tuesday, July 28, in University
Union Room 220.

tended all along.
Albee’s plays are about people and he
gets right to the heart of relationships.
When asked if that was a correct analysis
of the themes of his plays, he responded:
“ That’s right. Why waste your time.”
What advice does Albee have for young
authors who are getting started as
writers? Be “ absolutely sure” in the the
ater, that you are a playwright, he said.
“ Then, make absolutely certain that you
can’t live without being a playwright,” he
said. “ It’s a very tough racket. 1 tell the
same thing to actors. The theater is not an
easy place, but it can be exhilarating at
times. It’s what 1 have to do. If 1 was a
sensible grownup. I’d probably do some
thing else.”

»

The Hair Den
H airstylin^ for Men & W om en
Located in Foothill Pla/a
779 Foothill BLvd
San I uis O bispo, CA 9 1401

L3S ^

543-1290
or
543-7871

ms

Specializing in Perm & Color

“Vision
With Care.”
You’ll like the personal
attention we give to your total
eye health and appearance.
You’ll appreciate our friendly
staff, expert guidance in frame
and contact lens selection, and
affordable fees.
• Member of the American
Optometrie Association
• Eyecare Consultant for
Cal Poly Health Center
• Specializing in Contact
Lenses
• All Lens Types Available,
Including Sleep-ln and
Tinted

• All Cases Accepted
Regardless of
Difficulty
• Selection of the
Latest Fashion
Eyewarc
• Affordable Fees

Derek L. Coombs, O.D.
Doctor of Optometry
1029 Chorro Street
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

543-4777

• Student Discounts

ROSS
JEWELERS
THE DIAMONO STORE
OF SAN LUlSOeiSPO

“ W E D E L IV E R ”
{Almost Anywhere)

Largest selection
of Engagement
and Wedding sets
in the county

WOODSTOCK’S ^ IZ Z A
541-4420
1015 Court St. SLO
(across from Osos St. Subs)

$1.00 OFF any
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA

541-4420
One Coupon Per Pizza
expires 8/16/87

ROLEX
$1.50 OFF any

WOODSTOCKS PIZZA

Special

(5 items for price of 4)

541-4420
One Coupon Per Pizza
expires 8/16/87

ROSS

(Rings enlarged lo show detail)

JEWELERS

At the corner of Chorro & Higuera 543-6364
O w n e r . L a rry V a n G u n d y

The Wedding Ring Professionals

